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Concrete and civilization have their start

• 10,000 BC
• Gobekli Temple
• Modern day Turkey
• World’s first Temple
• Hundreds of workers



China, 3000 BC

• Cement used in 
boats and 
Great Wall

• 33 feet avg.



Rome, 400 bc – 300 ad - Pantheon



Mayans, 250 ad – mortar and stucco



American tabby, 1840

The Stoney-Baynard Plantation House Hilton Head Island



The concrete home, 1873 – Rye Brook, NY

• Ward House – oldest surviving 
concrete building in U.S.

• 17 rooms
• Roof is solid concrete
• Ward’s Folly now Ward’s Castle



Concrete streets 1891

• Court Street in Bellefontaine, Ohio.
• Still exists



Ready-mix, 1913

Kuhlman Company –
Baltimore MD







Concrete, rather than steel, has 
increasingly been employed in recent 
supertall building structures.

High strength concrete provides:

• strength and stiffness
• economically, 
• provides greater inherent damping 
• simplifies construction by being 

placed at self-climbing forms at 
greater heights using ground 
based pumps.





Overall growth opportunity with cycle far from peak
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NRMCA Demand estimate
U.S. Population

• 1997 – 273 mm

• 2017 – 326 mm

U.S. GDP

• 1997 – $11 trillion

• 2017 – $18 trillion 

Avg. 339

Avg. 441



Latest forecast from PCA continues to anticipate economic tailwinds for the 
southeast driven by demographics and residential construction

Residential fundamentals

Source:  PCA Flash January 14, 2019

Composite Rankings

Non Residential

Public



Clearly key GA areas are in a high growth corridor.  The outlook for construction starts in these MSAs* 
remain solid.

Source: Dodge
Exported February 14, 2019

*Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Marietta, Athens, Gainesville, Savannah, Augusta-Richmond,

● Favorable fundamentals in GA, outperforming US 
Average.

− MSA’s 7.3 mm people – 2.2% and 3.3 mm 
jobs – 2.3%

− Next five years projected 7% and 3% of 
growth respectively

− Population growth projected at .7 mm over five 
years

● Growth rates slowing but remain solid

● Strong single-family home growth

● Public sector higher spending

● Growth in Health care, Education and Hospitality

● Multi-family remains a driver



Dodge forecasts for next 5 years indicates growth across most end use segments.

Atlanta, Athens, Gainesville, Augusta and Savannah MSA’s



Atlanta

Cartersville

Cumming

Alpharetta



Savannah



Augusta







Current key trends / challenges throughout the RMC industry

● Tight labor markets

● Promotional efforts from wood
● Scheduling inconsistencies

● Digitalization and analytics
● Labor efficiencies
● Returned concrete

● Testing protocols
● Front line supervisory training
● On site production

● Home builder demographics



One of the keys to making quality concrete is consistent / reliable aggregates 

● Moisture contents – hard to adjust for correctly

● Dirty aggregates – water demand up - paste

● High mica content – increases surface area – water demand

● Gap graded – increases paste and water demand

● Particle size distribution – consistency and reduced gap grading

● Specific gravity – early communication 

● Segregation – proper stockpiling and loading

● Particle shape – flat and elongated tougher to finish and increase water and paste

● Loadout flexibility and efficiency



Comments, thoughts and questions


